Process speech –peer review critique sheet

Name of speaker__________________  Name of Reviewer__________________________

☐ Gained attention in the intro while introducing topic?
☐ Related the material to the audience? Hint –gave us a compelling reason to care about this topic!
☐ Established personal credibility?
☐ Main points in the body of the speech match the central idea? Preview is succinct –order of main points in speech
☐ Support material for each of the main points?
☐ Smooth transitions and signposts throughout the speech?
☐ Is the speech adapted to this audience?
☐ Does the speech meet the assignment by telling us how to do something?
☐ After reading the speech could you do it?
☐ Do you know how the steps are connected in the process?
☐ Organization pattern appropriate for type of speech? Outline format correct?
☐ Does the speech have the three parts of the conclusion
☐ What was your impression of the conclusion- was it memorable?
☐ Ask your self, what would you be thinking during or at the end of the speech that the speaker should consider. Share this with them. General comments overall:

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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